There has been an increasing concern over the volume of attacks from international sources towards government and military networks. The next generation wars would all involve computers and network tools, rather than fighter planes and nuclear bombs. Our proposal is a range based intrusion detection system with a trace back scheme to survive against these next generation odds. The proposed system would use a biometric authentication scheme for data transmission internally within the network and the usual Intrusion Detection Scheme for data transmission with outside networks like internet. This biometric authentication also alleviates the problem that an outsider cannot enter the network by pretending to be an insider with spoofed IP address. In case an attack occurs, we use an Autonomous System level IP trace back to trace back the attack to its source. The advantages of our proposed system are: 1. The possibility of an attack from inside and outside the system is meager because the system has facilities to authenticate transmissions within the network and to detect malicious data from outside the network. 2. In case an attack occurs, the trace back scheme would trace back the attack to the source, thus enabling 'punish the guilt'.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intrusion is the act or attempted act of using a computer system or computer resources without the requisite privileges, causing willful or incidental damage. Intrusion detection systems consist of sensors (or groups of sensors) that monitor applications, operating systems, or network activities, ringing a bell whenever they detect the evidence of an intrusion. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are configured in such a way that incoming packets are examined for malicious content and are discarded if is found to be suspicious. The ideal goal of any security expert consists in making a system secure enough to avoid any possible intrusion attempt. Unfortunately, the real world is much more complicated. The common solution of building some form of perimeter defense to protect the internal network from outside is often not enough. In fact, the defense layer itself can contain errors, it might not be perfectly configured, or it might be bypassed with the conscious or unconscious help of some of the internal employees. For this reason it is not a wise choice to base the whole security process only on prevention techniques. A more reliable process must also take into account how to detect and identify failures and how to properly react to them Fig.1 . A security process that relies only on prevention without any Detection mechanism can be very dangerous, since it can engender a false sense of protection. Hence, if correctly deployed as a complement to other security technologies, IDSs can represent an invaluable source of information for the site administrator and an efficient deterrent for malicious people [1] . Several IDS' have been proposed so far like NADIR, CSM, EMERALD, AAFID, INDRA, RIDS [6] [7] . We propose an Intrusion Detection System with firewall (for data accesses outside perimeter) and biometric authentication (for data accesses within perimeter) and a trace back scheme (so that guilty are traced back and punished). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents in detail the biometric process. Section 3 presents the system architecture of Range Based Intrusion Detection System (RBIDS). Section 4, 5 and 6 present the principle features and advantages of RBIDS.
II.RBIDS
Range Based IDS with biometric authentication and trace back scheme
A. Recent trends in attacks:
Now-a-days, intruders are keen on gaining access to sensitive information. Such attacks have proliferated in recent years, especially on military networks. An online article on current trends in network security predicts that the volume of attacks from international sources has and will continue to increase especially towards government and military networks in future. Very often the attackers try out common exploits on different machines, hoping to stumble upon a machine on which a particular vulnerability exists. What would happen if this vulnerability information is readily available to them? The greatest threat with existing Intrusion Detection Systems is that these systems often ignore situations of insider dealings. These systems ignore the fact that for an insider attacking his own network is easy and such an attack would prove to be disastrous. It is easy for an insider to attack the system because, 1. He has got the reliability mask to help him. 2. He has every minute detail of his network 3. He is given lesser security checks than he deserves To alleviate these problems we propose the concept of biometric authentication for an insider before he can start transmission of data. Consider that two systems A and B in an enterprise network. Consider that A wants to transmit data to B. The system A is the interaction point of the biometric system now with the software requesting biometric input. The input data is sent to the main server in that perimeter. The server contains a database with all insiders' biometric templates. The server logs this in an information base in case there is a match and establishes a dedicated route between A and B. If the route is idle for a time quantum more than a fixed threshold, then the link between the systems is disconnected Fig.2 . We propose to use finger print authentication for this purpose because it has been proven efficient for networks [2]. 
B. About RIDS
The system works in a series of sequences. The steps are given below: Firstly, the intruder attempts an intrusion on node Secondly, node which already has the system installed in it; traverses the list of possible attack methods and consequently finds a pretty good similarity with the intrusion attempt made by the intruder. The checker at attacked node whenever finds that similarity, instantly asserts a FREEZE LINK request to that node and that node instantly freezes the link with the attacking node.
Fig.3. Flowchart to represent working of RBIDS
The system is designed in such a way that, whenever any resource is unavailable, detects it as a DoS attack and freeze the link with the node from which the last instruction has come. The system is also capable of detecting multiple attacks and counteracting against them [3] . III.THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE A. Working of RBIDS: IDS may be passive or Active. A passive system is content with just detecting intrusion, leaving its handling to a second. On the other hand, an active system takes action on own initiative, for example freezing network connections to a suspected host. Our proposed system is active system. Each host in the network is installed with RBIDS. Whenever there is an incoming packet for a host, the source IP of the packet is checked and if that is within the specified network range then, the sender of that packet is redirected to server get biometrically authenticated. After the sender is authenticated and a secure link is established, the data transmission occurs under the supervision of RBIDS. This biometric authentication also alleviates the problem that an outsider cannot enter the network by pretending to be an insider with spoofed IP address. When the sender IP of the packet is outside the specified range, the contents of the packet is examined for malicious content. The packet is transmitted to the receiver only if it is not suspicious. Whenever a packet is suspicious, the link from which the packet came is frozen for stipulated time as proposed by Martuza Ahmed et al [3] Fig.5 . Meanwhile, the Autonomous level trace back scheme proposed by André O. Castelucio et al [4 ] traces back the attack packet to its source Fig.6 and informs the administrator of this, who then follows up the issue legally. Fig.3 and Fig.4 represent the flowchart for RBIDS. We also use the multiple intrusion detection concept proposed by Martuza Ahmed et al [3] to deal with multiple intrusions. Fig.7 . shows the architecture of RBIDS.
B. Working of AS Level IP Trace back
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks represent a serious threat to the appropriate operation of Internet services. To deal with this threat, the paper proposes an IP trace back system (IPTS) intended to be deployed at the level of Autonomous Systems (ASes). These IPTS requires a priori no knowledge of the network topology while allowing single-packet trace back and incremental deployment. The main difference is in the process of verifying the previous hop of a packet. They propose to use the routing protocol BGP as the vehicle for communication among collaborative ASes in order to discover which ASes have the proposed IPTS deployed. The BGP protocol uses an Update Message to exchange routing information among peers or neighbor BGP routers. The Community Attribute is used to group destinations sharing common characteristics. They propose the creation of a new IP Trace back Community comprising information about the presence of our trace back system on collaborative ASes [4] .
IV. PRINCIPLE FEATURES OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE:
Biometric Authentication for enhanced internal security. Intrusion Detection System for detecting intrusions and malicious content. As the intrusion is prevented at the very first node it can't proceed to further attacks. An integrated trace back scheme that can be used to trace back the attack to its source.
V. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE:
An attack from within the network is almost impossible because of the biometric authentication scheme. Attack from outside the system is greatly prohibited due to intrusion detection.
In case an attack occurs, the attack could be traced back to its source. The trust problem is completely alleviated. Can cope with multiple intrusions. Knowledge based architecture.
V. COMPARISION WITH EXISTING IDS'S
Comparing with all the existing Intrusion Detection systems like NADIR, DIDS, GrIDS, AAFID our proposed system has following advantages:
The response is active where as it is passive in the above systems. Data processing is centralized where as it is distributed in most of the above mentioned systems.
Our system can cope with multiple attacks, where as the existing systems mostly concentrate on single attack. Message spreading is not essential in the proposed system where as it is very much essential in existing systems.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
In this paper we propose an efficient methodology to secure a network completely from both internal and external attacks.
Comparing with existing IDS' our system has enhanced security .Our future work would include implementation and testing of the proposed Intrusion Detection System.
